The Working Airedale
Schutzhund
Though the word “Schutzhund” is recognized by many people, it is now an historical term since
revised titles have supplanted it. In response to political forces in Germany, in 2004 the Verein
für Deutsche Schäferhunde (SV) and the Deutscher Hundesportverein (DHV) made substantial
changes to Schutzhund. The DHV adopted the Fédération Cynologique Internationale (FCI) rules
that govern IPO titles, so that at least on paper the SV and DHV gave up control of the sport to
the FCI. The DHV changed the name of the titles from "SchH" (Schutzhund) to "VPG"
(Vielseitigkeitsprüfung für Gebrauchshunde which roughly translates Versatility examination for
working dogs). Note DHV is equivalent to our AKC.*

There are three schutzhund titles:
Schutzhund 1 (SchH/VPG/IPO), Schutzhund 2 (SchH/VPG/IPO), and Schutzhund 3
(Sch/VPG/IPO).
SchH1 is the first title and SchH3 is the most advanced.
Additionally, before a dog can compete for a SchH1, he must pass a temperament test called a
BH (Begleithundprüfung which translates as "traffic-sure companion dog test").
To obtain a title, the dog and handler must pass three distinct phases at a trial: tracking,
obedience, and protection.
The Airedale competes at the very highest levels of international competition with the German
Shepherd and Belgian Malinois, despite it's much smaller total population. This is the only breed
to regularly do so.
Phase A: Tracking
In this phase, the dog must draw from inherited abilities by using his nose to find a person’s track
and discover articles that have been dropped along the way. Unlike search & rescue where the
dog relies primarily on “air-scenting”, Schutzhund tracking is very focused on the footsteps, and
is scored largely on the precision of the dog’s performance. Depending upon the title sought,
tracks will vary in length, shape and age. Tracking is usually done in dirt or on grass. A perfect
score is 100 points, with a minimum of 70 needed to pass.

Phase B: Obedience
The obedience phase showcases the dog's inherent joy in the work balanced with precision and
control. The exercises include heeling on and off leash, walking through a group of people, sit,

down and/or stand while moving, recall, a 10+ minute long down while another dog is working
on the field, retrieving, and jumping. Two shots are fired from a blank gun during the heeling and
long down, and the dog must not react adversely. A set pattern is demonstrated by the handler
with a perfect score being 100 points, with 70 needed to pass.
Phase C: Protection
In the protection work phase the dog must energetically locate and guard (without touching) a
concealed criminal, prevent an escape by the criminal and stop a pursuing criminal. The dog is
rated on self-confidence, ability to work under pressure, toughness and resilience, steadfast
nerves, well-balanced drives and willingness to take directions and be responsive to the handler.
Obedience and control are demonstrated throughout the protection phase through off-lead
exercises and through guarding without biting.
A maximum 100 points are awarded for each of the three test phases, a passing score being 70
for tracking, 70 for obedience and 70 for protection. A 210 point total will earn a basic
qualification degree, while higher scores of course are rewarded with more prestigious ratings
and titles.
All VPG levels 1 to 3 test obedience tracking and protection at increasingly more complex and
difficult levels. Thus it is similar to Junior, Senior, and Master in the HWA Hunt Tests, but the
exception is all phases must be passed on the same day to earn a title. So as it is, an Airedale in
the HWA program would have to get in a single day JHV, or SHV ~ and finally MHV.
Ohuivo’s Brisco, owned and handled by Dr. Edward Weiss of St. Louis, MO, is a VPG 3 dog
who has also earned an FH, which is an advanced tracking title (beyond VPG 3 level tracking). In
HWA hunts "Brisco" is JHV, SHF, and MHR. “Brisco” is the first and only Airedale and,
probably, the only dog in the USA to be titled in both working sports and in hunting tests. This
speaks to the versatility of the breed.
* It’s easy to confuse the terms DVG and VPG. VPG (versatility title for the test which requires
obedience tracking and protection) while DVG is the organization, German Association of
Working Dog Sport Clubs or "Deutscher Verband der Gebrauchshundsportvereine," that
sponsors the test.
The VPG test is from what the new AKC working exam is derived.

